
Helping youth tap into their empathy, creativity, and purpose.

HiEQ Curriculum

TRUE CONNECTION
Love in Action





In today’s day and age, many students are constantly challenged by the stresses of schoolwork, family hardships, 
and as we’ve recently seen, bullying and tragic violence. We need to provide them the tools and skills to help them 
develop their own mental and emotional resilience so their biggest obstacles become their biggest opportunities 
for growth.

We are in a transitional, digital age in which many young people spend most of their time in front of screens; as a 
result, they often don’t know how to empathize and socialize with each other, let alone face or understand their 
own inner world. Thus, it is imperative that we highlight the benefits of growing self-awareness and emotional 
intelligence both in our children’s daily lives at home and within our education systems. 

We need our students to be truly successful in all areas of life, internally and externally. With HiEQ’s researched 
SEL exercises and activities, creative arts, journaling and meditation, we can steward our youth down a path 
of mindfulness, respect, responsibility, generosity and unity. Join us in growing the next generation of creative, 
empathetic problem solvers and world changers.

About Us



Research proves that people with high emotional intelligence are more successful in their careers, marriage, 
and overall physical and mental health. Moreover, emotionally intelligent people are more fulfilled in life. They 
can manage their emotions, empathize with and empower others, be a good problem solver and overcome 
obstacles. They can communicate effectively, create meaningful, healthy relationships, and are more likely to live 
with a sense of purpose. The good news is that unlike IQ, EQ can be trained!

EQ = INCREASED SUCCESS 
By The Camomile Quotient

•  High level of EQ can ensure you to get the job more easily: 71% of top managers find EQ more important than 
IQ, and 59% would immediately reject the candidate with high IQ, but low EQ! (Freedman, 2014)

•  EQ will help you to advance further: our EQ is responsible for 58% of our job performance, while IQ accounts 
only for 4-25% of it. Additionally, more than 90% of high performers have EQ above average (Schmidt, 2012).

•  EQ is not only important for your business life: 30-50% of our total marital happiness depends on it. (Batool & 
Khalid, 2012; Eslami, Hasanzadeh, & Jamshidi, 2014; Nasiri, Marashi, & Raji, 2014)

•  EQ also affects our health: physical, psychosomatic and mental. People who experience uncontrollable 
destructive emotions on a regular basis have 19% higher chances of heart diseases(Kam, 2015), and a 
frightening 70% higher chances of developing cancer (Hagan, 2013)

•  Unlike IQ, EQ can be trained! This phenomenon is called `brain plasticity`(Bradberry, 2015). So we can increase 
our EQ level by practicing emotionally intelligent behavior until it becomes our habit and second nature! 

Why  S.E.L.?

 



“Social Emotional Learning (SEL) is the process through which a person acquires and effectively 
applies the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, feel 
and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, solve problems, make 
responsible decisions, and set/achieve positive goals.” (casel.org) 

What Educators See in Their Students After SEL & Mindfullness 1

 



 

fewer class absences fewer rule infractions

Meditation improves overall classroom engagement by 
helping students increase focus & attention, overcome 
stress & anxiety, and boost their creativity. 

On the right is a compilation of outcomes for scientific 
studies on meditation and mindfulness, according to 
American Psychological Association, Stanford School of 
Medicine, Time Magazine, and MindfulnessInSchools.org 
(MiSP).

Students practicing daily meditation experienced:

Why  Meditation?
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fewer suspension days
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Recent scientific studies connect art to a plethora of academic and 
social benefits. Students who study art are 4 times more likely to 
be recognized for academic achievement and 3 times more likely 
to be awarded for school attendance.² That’s because the creative 
process ignites self-directed learning, improves school attendance 
and sharpens critical and creative skills.  

Arts and music education programs are mandatory in countries 
that rank consistently among the highest for math and science test 
scores, like Japan, Hungary, and the Netherlands.³  And research 
has shown that art helps students master other subjects, such as 
reading, social studies and math. It’s evident that the study of the 
arts enhances their overall achievement and success.
 

Why  Art?

•  The No Child Left Behind Act 
clearly mandates The Arts 
(music, art, foreign language, 
etc.) as a core academic 
subject. ⁴

•  Multiple studies have 
concluded that curricular and 
extracurricular art studies 
and activities help keep high-
risk dropout students stay in 
school. ⁵

•  New brain research shows 
that not only does art and 
music improve skills in math 
and reading, but it promotes 
creativity, social development, 
personality adjustment, and 
self-worth. ⁶

 



 

Our interactive, kinesthetic program is written so that any parent or teacher can adapt it to any 
classroom setting. Plus, our curriculum fulfills School Teachers’ basic educational requirements in 
topics like science, psychology, health, social studies, art and civic engagement. 

The curriculum includes 8 Topics, each ranges from 95 -180 minutes and includes simple, yet powerful:

 • SEL Exercises & Activities       • Creative Arts       • Journaling       • Guided Meditation

provides the most effective tools and skills to help students: 

1. Discover their own personal core qualities, values, and beliefs 

2. Better understand their emotions, thoughts, feelings, and perceptions

3. Shift from negative to empowered states of being (mentally, physically, and emotionally) 

4. Comprehend the emotions of love and fear and understand their effects on the brain and body

5. Listen actively and communicate empathetically 

6. Activate critical thinking and creative problem solving

7. Affirm their purpose in alignment with their core values

8. Create and execute specific, personal goals and intentions

True Connection

HiEQ Curriculum



 

“Learn character from trees, values from roots, and change  
  from leaves.”  - Tasneem Hameed 

The purpose of “My Foundation” is for students to better identify with their inner core values and beliefs. They 
will examine their own emotions, assumptions, and interpretations they have about themselves and others. With 
such an examination, the students will develop a greater awareness regarding how their thoughts and perceptions 
impact how they feel about the world around them. 

1. Warm Up Activity: Interactive Emotion Game
2. Layers of my Identity Exercise: Discovering My Own Core Values
3. If You Really Knew Me Exercise: Expressing My Inner Layers
4. Guided Meditation: My Foundation
5. Art Project: “I Stand For...” Eco Bags 
6. Journaling: Inner Layers

Topic 1  My Foundation
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By the end of this lesson you will be able to better identify with your true core values 
and beliefs. Thus, you will be better equipped to see others by their inner layers too. 
You will learn ways to be more aware of your emotions. You’ll see more clearly how 
you perceive and judge yourself, as well as others. Remember, how you feel about 
yourself is usually how you treat others.
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“A bird cannot fly high or far with a stone tied to its back. 
But release the impediment, and we are free to soar to 
unprecedented heights.”  - Alan Cohen 

The purpose of “My Energy” is for students to examine how their thoughts, beliefs, perceptions, assumptions, 
and interpretations shape their experiences. They explore two types of energy: energy that holds us back or 
energy that moves us forward. Students start to identify the disempowering thought patterns they’ve created and 
practice physically, mentally, and emotionally shifting to empowered states of being. 

1. Warm Up: Music Energy Test
2. Interpretations, Limiting Beliefs, and Assumptions
3. Positive & Negative Energy Exercise
4. Empowering Cycle vs. Vicious Cycle Exercise
5. Guided Meditation: My Energy
6. Art Project: Good Vibes Art Installation

Topic 2 My Energy
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Here’s how you can break free of negative patterns:

* RRECOOGNIZZEE YYOOUURR VVIICCIIOOUUS CCYYCCLLES
** BE AACCOOUUNNTTAABBLE FOR YOUURR TTHOOUGHHTTS
*** UNNDERSSTTAANDD YOUURR EMMOOTTIONSS
** EXXTRAACTT TTHE LLESSONS
* MAAAKEE AA DDIFFFEERRREEEENNTT CCHHOOICCCEEE OOR TTHHHOUUGHHHT

 5
Positive Result or Behavior

 2
Positive Thoughts

 1
Experience

Emotions
 4  3

Interpretation
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““Evvveeryyytthhiiinngg isss eeennneerrggy andd tthhhaatttt’’sss aalll ttthheerrre iiiss 
tooo it.. Maaatttcchh ttthhheee ffreeqqquueeennnccyyy oof tthhheee rreeaalliiitty yyouuu 

waaant aannddd yyouuu cccaannnnnooootttt hhelpp bbbuuuuttt geett ttthhaatt rrreeaalllityyy. 
Itt caann bbe nnoo ootthheerrr wwwayy. Thhis iisss noott ppphiiloossoppphyy.. 

TThhiisss iis pphhyyssiccccsss.” 
- AlAlbebertrtrtr EEEinininstststteieiinn



“Maybe there’s a way out the cage you live. Maybe one of these days you 
can let the light in. Show me how big your brave is.”  - Sara Bareilles 

The purpose of “Overcoming Fear” is to help students recognize how their negative thought patterns are 
connected to their limiting beliefs, which hold them back and stand in the way of their happiness. By the end 
of this lesson, students are able to see their fears, negative self-talk, and insecurities more clearly. They revisit 
their core layers, as well as their Vicious and Empowering Cycles, reinforcing the idea that by transforming 
their thoughts, they can alter their emotions, and in turn, change both their behavior and experiences. Most 
importantly, students start learning how to walk side by side with their fear and take a stand for living their most 
creative, meaningful life.    

1. Warm Up: I am Fear Poem
2. Journaling: My Fears
3. Negative Self Talk Exercise
4. Four Steps to Overcoming Fear  

Topic 3 Overcoming Fear
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The “Vicious Cycle” illustrates how our brains can develop certain thought patterns. These 
thought patterns often become so ingrained into our brains that they are hard to change. The 
best way to understand this is to imagine a tightly woven rope. Each thread of the rope is a 
new thought. The older you are, the longer the rope. So, you can imagine how hard it might 
be to unravel a rope full of thoughts at 50 years old! Lucky for you, since you only have about 
a decade or more of thoughts, your rope is a little easier to unravel. And when you do, you 
can choose new, empowering, and ANABOLIC thoughts that not only feel good and move you 
forward, but also help you establish more positive thought patterns in your brain. 

 5
Negative Result or Behavior

 2
Negative Thoughts

 1
Experience

Emotions
 4  3

Interpretation

5. Negative to Positive Self Talk Exercise
6. Guided Meditation: Overcoming Fear
7. Art Project: Tear It Up Collage



SELF. EMPATHY.
SELF. EMPOWERMENT.

SELF. LOVE.



“Darkness cannot drive out darkness, only light can do that. 
Hate cannot drive out hate, only love can do that.”  

- Martin Luther King Jr.

The purpose of “Love in Action” is to help students understand how the emotions of love and fear affect their 
brain and body. Students learn about the hormones of love and fear, oxytocin and cortisol. Then, they practice 
applying “The Best Energy Shifters” to their daily lives. By the end of this lesson students can better see how their 
core values align with their inner layers and reflect who they truly are.

1. Warm Up: Music Video
2. Emotions of Love Exercise
3. Fight or Flight Exercise
4. Hormones of Love & Fear Learning

Topic 4 Love in Action

This lesson will help you connect to the true value of self-love, in which you will see and feel 
just how love and fear affect your brain and body. You will better understand how the fi ght or 
fl ight response can hinder or help you, and in doing so, you will then be able to apply the values 
of respect, responsibility, generosity, and gratitude to your daily life. 

•  How does catabolic energy hold you back?

•   How does anabolic energy propel you forward?

•  What is cortisol? How is it produced?

•  What is oxytocin? How is it produced?

•  What is the fight or flight response?

• What are the best energy shifters?

•  How do your values shape who you are?
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Have your ever felt so anxious that your palms were sweating, your heart was racing, and you 
were out of breath? Maybe you even felt your body tense up? Or maybe you suddenly reacted 
with anger? These are all typical symptoms of the fight or flight response, located in the reptilian 
parts of our brain. When fear triggers fight or flight, stress hormones, such as adrenaline and 
cortisol, are released, and the rational Neocortex turns off. Adrenaline increases heart rate 
and respiration, activates muscles, and promotes hyper-alertness. Long-term stress increases 
cortisol, which can result in anxiety and depression, emotional over-reaction, negativity, weight 
gain, disease, and illness. 

Oxytocin, the LOVE hormone, can alleviate all of these conditions. When you laugh, you produce 
oxytocin. The same goes for hugging and exercising. The more oxytocin we make, the more 
oxytocin receptors we create, making it easier and easier to be loving! In essence, love tends to 
breed more love, and fear tends to breed more fear. With a bit of awareness and determination, 
we can consciously direct our behavior towards ideal hormonal balance. You have the power 
to alter your hormones!

5. The Best Energy Shifters Exercise
6. Art Project: Abstract Self-Portrait
7. Guided Meditation: Love in Action  



“True compassion means not only feeling another’s pain, but also being 
moved to help relieve it.”  - Daniel Goleman 

The goal of this topic is to get students to understand what emotional intelligence is and help them gauge their 
own emotional intelligence in the process. Because they have already developed a solid awareness of their 
thoughts, beliefs, perceptions, interpretations, assumptions, and values, the students are better equipped to 
understand how empathy is essential to becoming emotionally intelligent. Ultimately, the aim of these exercises is 
to help students comprehend how empathy increases their emotional intelligence, and in turn, strengthens their 
identities, communication skills, and relationships.
 

1. Warm Up: Empathy Circle
2. Empathy & Emotional Intelligence Exercise
3. Circles Of Reflection Exercise

Topic 5 Emotional Intelligence
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4. Guided Meditation: Emotional Intelligence
5. Art Project: HiEQ = Equality

63

CIRCLES OF REFLECTION

2.  Family: Describe a challenging experience that one of your family members encountered. 
How do you think he or she felt?.How did this experience make you feel?  

1.  Self: Describe an experience in your life that was challenging or difficult to overcome.
How did this experience make you feel?  

Humankind 
Country  
Community 
Peers 
Family 
Self



“The quality of your life is the quality of your relationships.”   
- Tony Robbins

The purpose of this topic is to help students obtain skills and strategies that lead to effective communication and 
healthy relationships. Consequently, they will better comprehend the power of words, especially during scenarios 
such as rumors, texting and social media. They practice the A.V.E. Strategy to learn how to “Acknowledge,” 
“Validate,” and “Empower” others. They also revisit the “Vicious Cycle,” the “Empowering Cycle,” anabolic and 
catabolic energies, and emotional intelligence, to develop a greater awareness about how they relate to and react 
to others.

1. Warm Up: Back To Back Exercise
2. Interpersonal Intelligence Exercise
3. Journaling: Communication
4. A.V.E. Strategy Exercise

Topic 6 Interpersonal Intelligence
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 « Emotional awareness the ability to identify your own and others’ emotions

 «  The ability to apply emotions to tasks like thinking and problems solving

 «  The ability to manage and regulate emotions

 «  The ability to cheer up or calm down another person.

According to research, those with high EQ scores perform better in the workplace than those with 
high IQ scores. Why? They are aware of and able to regulate their emotions, take responsibility 
for their actions, are highly motivated, and have great empathy for others. Evidence shows that 
IQ accounts for only 10 to 25% of success, while EQ is responsible for an incredible 75% or more 
of a person’s ability to succeed at work and life!

« Emotional awareness the ability to identify your own and others’ emotions

«  The ability to apply emotions to tasks like thinking and problems solving

«  The ability to manage and regulate emotions

«  The ability to cheer up or calm down another person.

WHAT IS EMPATHY?
Empathy is when you “understand and share another person’s experiences and emotions; the 
ability to share someone else’s feelings” (Merriam-Webster). 
 
The objective of empathy is to feel what someone else is experiencing or feeling, so as to 
demonstrate compassion, kindness, and connection.

WHAT IS EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE (EQ)?
Have you ever heard of IQ? It’s how we measure our academic intelligence. Well, EQ is how we 
measure our emotional intelligence. According to Psychologytoday.com, when we are emotionally 
intelligent, we have:

5. Communication Through Technology Activity
6. Guided Meditation: Interpersonal Intelligence
7. Art Project: My Words Matter



THE BIGGER THE CHALLENGE,
THE BIGGER THE OPPORTUNITY.



“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when 
we created them.”  - Albert Einstein 

In this lesson students take the journey to self-efficacy by building resilience, or what some researchers refer 
to as “grit”: the ability to manage life’s challenges and become stronger in the process. Students will begin to 
understand how judgments are often the root of many problems in their lives. Then they learn to apply critical 
thinking skills and strategies to various scenarios. They identify some habits in their lives that might not be serving 
them, learn how to use empathy to resolve conflicts, and create new ways of thinking and being. They practice 
solving problems within themselves, their relationships, and communities.
 

1. Warm Up: Turn You Into Me Exercise
2. Problem Solving Scenario 
3. Old Rules vs. New Rules 

Topic 7 Problem Solving

By the end of this lesson you will be a better and more creative problem solver. You will be able 
to apply critical thinking skills and strategies to various scenarios. And fi nally, you will learn how to 
use empathy to resolve confl icts, creating new ways of thinking and being for yourself and others.

4. Guided Meditation: Problem Solving
5. Art Project: Social Change Campaign



“At the center of your being, you have the answer; you know 
who you are and you know what you want.”   
- Lao Tzu

In this lesson, students will reinforce the essence of who they are and why they are here. They begin to understand 
how to connect their core values and inner layers to their outer goals, as well as uncover their passions and 
dreams to share with the world. Then, students practice physically embodying their intentions, utilizing positive 
affirmations to feel their way to success and happiness.  They practice 5-a-Days, completing small daily tasks, to 
make their dreams a reality.

1. Warm Up: Layers of My Identity Review
2. “Why Am I Here?” Exercise
3. Art Project: “Why Am I Here?” Collage
4. Embodying Intentions

Topic 8 Intentions & Goals
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5. “I Am” Affirmation Cards
6. 5-a-Day’s Exercise
7. Guided Meditation: Goals & Intentions
8. Social Change Campaign Presentations

 



 

Teachers & students can connect to other 
HiEQ leaders across the world as they share 
their experiences, goals, dreams, artwork, social 
change projects, and more, on their facebook 
and instagram social media sites. 

Students share their stories, track progress, and 
get bonus content, like guided meditations and 
goal setting tips and tricks. 

Teachers and students take photos and videos on 
assigned projects, upload them to their class and/
or personal site(s), and use our hashtags below.

Social Media Calls-to-Action

Topic 1: #ifyoureallyknewme #istand4 #justbecauseim
Topic 2: #positivegoodenergy #note2selfie #goodvibesmural
Topic 3: #riseabovefear #tearitupcollage #landscapeofmyemotions
Topic 4: #loveinaction #imperfectlyperfect #stringheart

Topic 5: #walkingwithempathy #embraceempathy
Topic 6: #words2empower #ourwordsmatter 
Topic 7: #socialchangecampaign #letzgetcreative
Topic 8:  #trueconnection #whyiamherecollage

Use #trueconnection #tctribe or #HiEQ every time, plus the following hashtag specific to each project.



WHEN OUR YOUTH ACQUIRE HiEQ, 
THEN EMPATHY, CONNECTEDNESS, 
AND A TRUE SENSE OF PURPOSE 
WILL FLOURISH.

FOR MORE INFO PLEASE CONTACT 
NADINE@TRUE-CONNECTION.ORG

TRUE CONNECTION
         Love in Action
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